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ABSTRACT

In parallel with its major nuclear programme (56 PWR units in service or under
construction), FRANCE has developed an original philosophy in the field of Nuclear
Safety.

This comprehensive philosophy ensures a fine balance and coordination between design
and operation. It provides a methodology to design, construct and operate a safe nuclear
plant. The sanction of experience is then continuously compared to the initial
expectation and the methodology refined whenever necessary.

This methodology is fully applied to the new 1400 MWe plant series presently under ,§
construction. The essential elements are also back fitted into all previous units, thereby '
giving them an equivalent level of safety. The french PWR park can therefore be
considered as very homogeneous with regard to its safety level, both for its design and
operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Safety aims at protecting Man and Nature from the potentiel nuisances of
nuclear energy. This is be achieved by mastering at any time and in all situations, the
three fundamental fonctions :

• Control of the core reactivity

- removal of the residual heat

- containment of the radioactive products.

Those functions are achieved by the use of both equipement designed for that purpose
and adequate operational practice. Nuclear Safety is, therefore, ensured through an
adequate balance between Design and Operation. To achieve Safety, a Safely concern
shall exist all allong the project, from the first design up to the end of the life of the
plant, going through the detail design, the construction, the commissioning and the
operation.

A specific methodology is applied to the new 1400 MWe French plants currently under
construction (N4 series) to enhance the Safety achievement all along the project. The
main findings have also been incorporated into all previous units, thereby giving them an
equivalent level of Safety.

2. THE DETERMINISTIC DESIGN PHIUSOPHY

The French PWR units were originally built under a license from Westinghouse. therefore
the U.S. deterministic Safety Approach was initially used. It contsists in a set of Design
rules which are postulated as capable to achieve the safety goal whenever they are
implemented.

This design philosophy hinges on the two principles of prevention and control of
accidents. To this end, the philosophy is based on the concept of defence in depth, at
three levels:

- The surveillance and the prevention through quality assurance in order to ensure
incident free normal operating conditions.

' • The protection system to detect and arrest the development of any incident process
and maintain the unit in a safe condition.

- The safeguard system* to mitigate the accident in the unlikely possibility of their
occurrence.

I This concept is a particular feature of each of the three barriers placed like a nest of
russian dolls between the nuclear fuel, which constitutes the principal source of
radioactive substances, and the population : the fuel cladding, the main primary circuit,

| the containment structure.

, From the inception of a project, "events and hazards" are taken into account to design
I, the buildings, structures, systems and equipement. These events belong to three
i different categoric*:

- The design operating conditions which refer to the range of operating and normal
transient conditions, incident or accident conditions of the unit which must be taken
Into account in the design. They have been assigned to four categories according to
the order of magnitude of their estimated frequency of occurertce. in each category a

, limited number of conventional operating conditions has been identified, the
consequences of which predominate over those of the other operating conditions

!• which may be considered.
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- The Hazards of Internal Origin which embrace all events other than the operating
conditions occuring within the plant which are liable to lead to common mode faults
(internal projectiles, pipework breach, internal flooding, fire).

- The external events of natural origin or due to human activity which are analysed (with
the use of a probabilistic criterion and some deterministic assumptions) and, where
necessary, allowed for in the design.

This design methodology proved itself as a very powerful tool to design and construct a
product which satisfies a set of envelope hypotheses. However, it appeared very quickly
that this approach was loo restrictive and posed a number of question relating to safety
analysis : the comprehensiveness of the operating condition list, the level of risk entailed
by the total loss of safety systems, and the homogeneity of the safety of the unit.

A complementary probabilistic analysis was thus performed to answer to all those
questions and identify the necessary complementary operating conditions.

3. COMPLEMENTARY OPERATING CONDITIONS

For the 1300 MW plant series, EDF evaluated the reliability of the main safety related
systems and verified that accident sequences, not envisaged in the design are consistent
with the design operating condition.

In practical terms, it has been decided that, for each sequence studied using realistic
assumptions and data, the probability of unacceptable consequences should be less
than 10'7 per reactor and per year. The tolisable consequences were-similar to those
accepted for category 4 operating conditions.

The adoption of these criteria prompted EDF and the Safety Authorities to define a set of
so called complementary operating conditions. These conditions basically involve

,. accident sequences which override the single failure criterion (total loss of redundant
safely systems).

The results of the studies undertaken, based on the system reliability, showed that some
unacceptable consequences could arise in the event of failure. Specific "H" procedures

. . were thus put into effect. These procedures are characterized by a high degree of
flexibility and attempt to derive maximum benefit from existing systems. In certain cases,

'•< >' this approach called for the introduction of additional equipement and systems, but
preference was given in all cases to functional redundancy and diversification rather

! than increasing redundancy within existing system* designed on deterministic lines. This
approach essentially made it possible to reduce common mode risks whose contribution

, is poorly understood and cannot always be satisfactorily treated in probabilistic studies.

The next phase of the study focussed attention on the medium and long term loss of
redundant safeguard systems which are utilized following a primary loss of coolant
accident. These systems are required to remove residual heat from the reactor and .;• ;
operate for several months following a primary loss of coolant accident. A mutual 2;

f baekup between the low pressure safety injection system and containment spray system, l'i
is possible by incorporating mobile inter-connections between the two circuits (H4 ••'.'

,: procedure). Furthermore, at a later stage, two weeks after the accident -n additional f
emergency backup may be provided for certain failed equipement difficult to repair, due

$ to their radioactive environment, by means of mobile equipment (pump and heat
exchanger) fitted at the same time as the mobile connections.

It will be noted that every effort has been made to exclude the possibility of a false
manoeuvre during "normal" operation of these systems by maintaining a principle of
separate functions.
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In addition it can be mentionned that, following the implementation of the full level 1
PSAs, some sequences are under study ; they are linked to dilution and to operation of
RHR with a low inventory of primary coolant and have already lead to some
modifications.

4. PHYSICAL STATES RELATED APPROACH TO PLANT OPERATION

Consistent with a philosophy which puts prevention before the necessary use of facilities
designed to deal with the consequences of an event. EDF has developed an original
approach to plant operation aimed at optimising prevention of core meltdown : the
"physical states related approach".

The power station as designed, is capable of providing satisfactory core coooling in all
circumstances, thereby avoiding any possibility of core meltdown, provided that the
operators are effectively capable to understand the behaviour of the reactor. But
experience shows that an actual accident is the result of a combination of events, which
may be observed by simultaneous or sequential equipement or human failure. Therefore,
it is not possible for event related operating procedures to cater for all possible
eventualities and, moreover, it is not possible to entirely rule out the possibility of an
initial diagnosis error upon which the choice of procedure is made.

EDF therefore developed a procedure referred as "Uj" . whereby operator action is
based not on a reconstruction of events occuring previously, but on identification of the
physical state of the NSSS and facilities available to cool the core. This procedure is
based on the measurement of a number of physical parameters representing these
cooling states, the most significant of which is the difference between the hot water
temperature and the saturation temperature (boiling margin).

Though, already a tremendous improvement on the previous operating approach,
simulation of operation in accident condition showed that there was a gap between the
beginning of the field of application of the states related operating procedures and the
limit of the event related operating procedures. This prompted EDF to develop the
physical states related approach as standard practice and thus eliminate all event-related
accidental procedures and replace them by a set of physical states related procedures
facilitating post-accident operation adapted to the actual status of the reactor. These
new procedures have been implemented from the initial startup of PENLY 1 and
GOLFECH 1 (beginning of 1990) and will be extended to all EDF plants. The procedures
have been tested through an extensive validation campaign (500 hours on simulator). The
final product is a set of procedures as efficient as the event related operated procedure
for simple events but particularly very adequate for the control of complex events.

5. SEVERE HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENTS

In addition to this extensive prevention philisophy which has reduced the probability of
severe hypothetical accidents to that of residual risk it was felt necessary to be prepared
for the impossible.

The initial state taken into account is the core meltdown, the main objective is to control
the accident evolution and safeguard the containment which constitutes the ultimate
barrier for the radioactive elements. The integrity of this structure must be maintained
for a period compatible with the implementation of the emergency plans prepared by the
authorities. In order to keep the situation on a manageable footing, French emergency
plans provide for the sheltering of the population within a radius of 10 km and
evacuation of the population within • radius of 5 km and a time limit of 24 hour*.
Studies carried out have indicated that the protection of the population is assured with a
source term representing accidents leading to environmental releases under some
thousandth of the core inventory in iodines and caesiums. Measures must therefore be
taken to limit at this level all releases in case of severe accidents.
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The five possible failure modes of the containment structure identified and investigated
by Rasmussen WASH 1400 reports have been analysed and mitigated as follows.

With regards to penetration failure, a special procedure designated U2 has been
developed with the aim of pinpointing and sealing off the leak subsequent to a random
failure of a containwnent penetration of from a highly contaminated safeguard circuit
and subsequently to provide for reinjection where necessary of the recovered
contaminated water back towards the reactor building.

With regards to foundation raft leaktightness, design features have been incorporated
(no drains in the middle portion of the reactor building raft for the 1400 MW-N4 series
and plugging of the drains for the previous series) to prevent an early leak of the corium
outside the containment. The radiological consequence of delayed leak after the
penetration of the raft by the corium would then remain small as the emergency plans
would have been implemented.

With regards to the containment overpressure due to the formation of incondensables
(essentially CO - C02) resulting from decomposition of the concrete raft by the corium a
specific pressure limitation system has been installed to prevent containment failure with
the optimum control of radioactive releases.

With regards to steam and hydrogen explosion, the latest findings led us to consider that
this type of failure is uncredible on French plants due to the size and design of the
containment (large and dry containment) and the accident procedures (early feed and
bleed).

5 3. CONCLUSION

It is thus seen that, in the area of evere hypothetical accidents, EOF has instituted a
range of simple measures (in addition to its prevention policy) which facilitates
Implementation of emergency plans within the timescales imposed and the radiological
consequences involved. This can be considered as a fourth level in defence in depth.

6. MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE SAFETY LEVEL - SAFETY IN
OPERATION

As EDF performs the dual role of both operator and industrial architect of its power
> * station, it was natural to utilize the feedback of operating experience at a very early
, stage in the design and also to improve the design to enhance operational Safety by
•:: facilitating as much as possible the task of the operator.

" 6.1. FEEDBACK OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE TO DESIGN

: The policy of standardization adopted by EOF justifies the major commitment by EOF to
. * maximise the value of operating experience by placing particular emphasis on the
•.. analysis of precursor incidents. This work has a dual purpose :

<•:' - to reduce the frequency of incidents liable to cause unavailability of generation, even
where they have no direct bearing on safety,

- to reduce the frequency of more serious incidents liable to have consequences for
safety; the design principle for nuclear units based on defence in depth and the
presence of barriers are such that serious accidents could only result in practice from
a simultaneous combination of independent and more probable incidents.

In terms of nuclear safety, the principal objective of experience feedback is to identify
precursor incidents of more serious accidents in order to define and implement any
corrective measures required before these accidents occur, as long as these
modifications do not have any adverse secondary effects.



By way of illustration, on the basis of the TMI2 accident. 46 separate actions were
defined and implemented on the 900 MW series which was then at the commissioning
stage. These actions gave rise to over 3000 interventions on the units. The 1300 series,
which was then under construction, immediately incorporated many of tries* features,
and today, on the 1400 MW-N4 series, all the lessons learnt from this accident are
routinely incorporated into the design studies.

6 2. OPERATING DURING INCIDENT & ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

After the TMI accidents, EDF performed an extensive review of the conditions of
operation under accident and incident circu.nstance. It apparead that there was room for
improvement:

- incident and accident procedures were not adapted to the operator. The physical state
approach was then developed (ref. to par 4) the format of which was defined through
an extensive simulator campaign.

- the Man-Machine interface was not adequate. The control room was optimised to i
the operation activity. Safety panels were added in the control room as an additional
aid to operation. These panels provide for computer-aided diagnosis and application
of accident procedures. Two panels in the control room associated with the main unit
are provided for use cne by the operations staff, the other one by the safety engineer.
A third panel located in the crisis technical room is provided for use by the backup
operations crew working in this room in the event of a crisis on the unit. An interface
is provided to facilitate data interchange with the "National crisis Centres".

- no redundancy was provided to mitigate the operator error. EOF came up with an
original solution by providing each site with its own safety engineer (ISR). This
engineer, who is called to the control room in the event of an emergency shutdown or
safely injection, is required to assume responsibility for the plant in incident or
accident situations or for any event not covered by the procedures. For this purpose,
the ISR undergoes specialised and extensive training. The ISR performs a continuous
monitoring of the plant status in any accident situation, and selects the relevant
accident procedure whenever necessary. The ISR, the shift engineer and control room
staff are required to strictly observe the allocation of tasks as defined in the
procedures, which ensures the necessary independence for analysis of events.
"Human redundancy" is thereby assured in post-accident operation.

; - -As a further step to safety, EDF decided fo be prepared to manage even the most
; unlikely situation. Each nuclear site has an internal emergency plan (PUI) which is

implemented at the site manager's discretion in the event of a major accident. The
: purpose of the plan is to define and organise the necessary means to aid the

operating staff in bringing the plant to a safe condition and to minimize the
consequences of the accident. In the event of accidents leading to radiological
releases, the site manager will implement the national crisis organisation. This brings
together the three key participants (power station, EOF Paris and Safety Authorities)

i and the crisis operating teams responsible for advising them. It should be nded that
: individual emergency plans (PPI) organized by the public authorities outside the site
', are fully compatible and complementary with the PUI emergency plans.

\ 6.3. TRAINING OF PERSONNEL
j . .

F: Past experience has shown that a serious accident invariably has a "human factor"
f < component, even if its origin lies in an equipement failure or an event outside the power
I station. What is less widely known is that whan one considers only incidents which have
j occured or which involves plant availibility. in * human factor has a major involvement,
• varying from 30 to 60 % depending on the type of event in question.
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In die great majority of cases, appropriate staff training geared towards the situations
encountered would have enabled these incidents to be avoided. Thus, for EOF. this
training is of the utmost priority.

There is a necessity for specialized simulator training courses, to enable the operator to
cope with disturbed situations which he would never encounter in actual operation and
which call for actions forbidden in normal operation. This training shall be followed by
continuous refresher sessions.

These "simulated situation" exercices are now being provided in EOF. They provide a
valuable insight into the behaviour of operations teams, and in particular have confirmed
the very positive contribution made by the principle of "human redundancy" provided by
the presence of the safety engineer (ISR) in the control room during an accident.

7. CONCLUSION

EOF total commitment to safety finally has produced on one hand a homogeneous
design fully adapted to the operation and on the other hand an operation always on the
lookout.

The desire to give attention to safety in operation led to improvements in the man-
machine interface, to more comprehensible and more exhaustive operating procedures
and to human redundancy in post-accidental operation with the presence on each site of
a safety engineer.

The relevance of these actions has been demonstrated by the probabilistic Risk
Assessment undertaken on the PALUEL 3 1300 MW unit.

Finally, the severe accident management was integrated into the framework of ultimate
procedures; thus emergency plans were defined consistent with radiological
consequences of severe accidents.

This approach to safety is a continous process, a safety culture to keep this excellent
level of safety, and improve this level whenever possible, through man and machine.


